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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the distributed coordination function (DCF) access mechanism which is a carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme. Simulation projects for different DCF performance parameters have been built using the OPNET network simulator. The projects are mainly basic service set (BSS) topology simulated under different parameter values (data rate, fragmentation, RTS/CTS, number of nodes, and load condition). Simulation results show when the DCF access mechanism is better under what load condition, and how to choose the best fragmentation threshold and other access-mechanism specific parameters according to the network conditions. Simulation results were validated against a theoretically calculated maximum throughput (the simulation maximum throughput was about 70% of the theoretically calculated maximum throughput).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless LAN (WLAN) is an adaptable system of data communication applied as an expansion to a wired LAN in a building or campus. Wireless LANs transport and collect data over the air, reducing the requirement for connections of wired. Thus, WLANs integrate data connectivity with user mobility [1, 2]. Group of study 802.11 was molded under Project 802 of IEEE to prompt an international standard for WLANs [3, 4]. The major method to access the medium is named distributed coordination function (DCF) in the 802.11 protocol [5]. It is a random-access method based on (CSMA/CA) protocol. The DCF provides best-effort delivery of data inside a BSS during contention periods. DCF must be implemented in all STAs and can be used in Infrastructure and ad-hoc modes [6, 7]. The MAC layer software also combines a voluntary access scheme named the point coordination function (PCF). Both access schemes are exclusive alternately and work in various time frames identified as the contention period (CP) and contention-free period (CFP) [1]. The DCF defines two methods to use for transmission of a packet [8]. Two-way handshaking is a default method performance named the fundamental access method. This mechanism is described by the current communication of an affirmative acknowledgment by the destination station, upon the effective reception of a packet conveyed by the sender station. Clear transmission of an ACK is necessary since, in the wireless middle, a transmitter cannot define if a packet is effectively obtained by listening to its particular transmission [5]. When two nodes can communicate with another station but cannot communicate...
with each other because of physical or spatial constraints, this situation known as the hidden node problem in wireless networks. The occurrence of hidden nodes may cause degradation performance of the network. It also produces wrong in medium access because the location of the station may indicate a greater privilege of transmission. The basis of the difficulty is that a station applies interference as it misses to sense the presence of transmission from the alternative station and thus believes that the medium is available and accessible for transmission. Carrier sense multiple access with collision detection (CSMA/CD) method, which is exploited in Ethernet networks, mitigates this problem by noticing medium collisions. CSMA/CA method attempt to avert collisions using methods like DCF [9, 10].

2. COORDINATION FUNCTION (802.11 DISTRIBUTED)

Traffic behavior is considered the main metric for the analysis process for any communication system [11]. Using DCF, for STAs start to transmit they first have to sense the channel for a DIFS time [12]. If the channel is discovered active either directly or through the DIFS, then the station continues to control the channel until it is free during this period. Although the channel is found idle during DIFS, the station still has to generate an arbitrary back off interval before communicating. This procedure will minimize the probability of packet collision and is a collision avoidance (CA) feature of the protocol [13].

The counter of backoff time is decreased while the channel remains inactive and now one of two situations can happen. If the backoff timer reaches zero, the STA starts transmitting, otherwise, if a transmission is noticed on the channel, the timer is frozen and starts to decrement, from the same position, when the channel is sensed idle again after a DIFS. Once a transmission the destination station has to guide a positive acknowledge indicates that the data is well caught since the station is not able to listen to its transmission. However, it has the ability to scalable various data/ control traffic between nodes [14]. The ACK is sent after a SIFS and has priority on the channel since SIFS is the shortest IFS. This way the channel will not be idle for any other station until ACK is received. DCF utilizes a handshaking technique for transmission of the packet. These RTS and CTS frames carry information about the packet length to be transferred. This information can be received by STA in the radius of communication for a sender and a recipient and they can inform their NAV that shown in Figure 1 [15, 16].

![Figure 1. RTS/CTS/data/ACK and NAV setting [15]](image)

RTC/CTS are employed to improve the performance of communication systems [17, 18]. This technique does accurately the same while confirming for a channel. Before transmitting a data packet, an STA directs an RTS frame to the STA destination. If the STA obtains this frame, after a SIFS it replies with a CTS frame. To send the STA data packet, transmitting STA is allowed only. With this technique of collisions straight to the problem of hidden terminals can be avoided since the discovery of one of RTS or CTS frames will avoid the other STA to begin their transmission. However, these mechanisms have a lot of important applications in the modern research area [19, 20].
This four-way handshaking technique has advantages and disadvantages comparing to the basic access method. For instance, if the CTS frame is not received the STA can repeat the whole process in a shorter time than if the ACK frame is not received and the long data frame has to be retransmitted. On the other hand, in the case of smaller BSSs, the amount of the collision will not be so relevant in basic access performance comparing to the additional overheads that the RTS-CTS scheme introduces adding inefficiency to the system [21].

3. DCF THROUGHPUT

Medium plays an important role to transfer/receive control and data [22]. A random backoff method is applied under rules channel access of DCF to decide WLAN station collisions. The random backoff interval is in the unit of a Slot Time, and the arbitrary integer is extracted from an identical distribution throughout the interval [0, CW], where CW is the size of the contention window. CW shall take a primary value of a CW min [23]. In the state of ineffective communication, CW is improved to [2*(CW+1)-1]. If CW succeeds a max of CW it shall continue at the value of a max of CW until it is reset. After an effective acknowledged communication, the value of CW is reset to a CW min. DCF services a binary exponential random backoff where the backoff interval Ib (i) after i ineffective efforts is [21]:

\[
I_b(i) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{2^{(aCW \text{ min}+1)-1}}{2^{aCW \text{ max}}} & 0 \leq i \leq 6 \\
\frac{2^{(aCW \text{ min}+1)-1}}{2^{aCW \text{ max}}} & i \geq 6 
\end{cases}
\]

In a quietly network loaded, it would be reasonable to believe that greatest of the stations will effectively achieve channel access after the initial backoff try (i.e., \(i=0\)), so according to (1) above. The average backoff time would be a CW min/2=[31* 20]/2=310 \(\mu\)sec. Now, the maximum feasible throughput under the DCF channel access method can be computed by (2) [21, 24]:

\[
\text{Throughput DCF} = \frac{\text{MPDU size}}{\text{MPDU size} + \text{MAC header size}} \times \left(\frac{\text{MPDU, MAC/TDIFS+ TBack off + TPOH+ TMPDU, MAC+ TSIFS+ TACK}}{\text{Data Rate}}\right)
\]

Equation 2 can be illustrated in Figure 2 which shows occupancy times of channel in DCF with the mode of DSSS PHY and 512 bytes size of MPDU. Replacing the values shown in Figure 2 with (data rate=11 Mbps) and (MPDU size=512 bytes) in (2) would result in: Throughput DCF=3.423 Mbps, when using (data rate=2 Mbps) and (MPDU size=512 bytes) in (2) would result in Throughput DCF=637.32 Kbps, in both cases, the DCF effectiveness is about 31%. Access of DCF channel is highly useless with packet lengths below 1500 bytes.

![Figure 2. Channel occupancy times under DCF [21]](image)

Using (2) again and putting the (MPDU size=1500 bytes) would result in Throughput DCF=6.26 Mbps, in this case, the DCF efficiency is about 57%. It is obvious that for all PHY modes, Throughput success is greater for earlier modes of PHY because the improvidence is mostly because of DIFS/SIFS, average time f back off, and overheads of PHY, and these parameters are stable and free for the mode of PHY utilized. Table 1 shows the description of IEEE 802.11b PHY parameters.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance metrics are utilized to measure the efficiency of the proposed system. However, before going into the details of the results, the collected measures need to be defined [25] which are throughput, delay, retransmission count, and throughput relation. In more details, the throughput metric is the number of bits that send from wireless LAN layers to higher layers in all nodes of WLAN of the network is referred to as throughput. In addition, the delay metric is a referee to the amount of delay between end to end nodes. Moreover, this metric is end-end delay of the packets achieved by the wireless LAN MACs of all WLAN nodes in the network and sent to the higher layer is represent delay. This delay comprises delay of access of medium at the source MAC, the response of all the fragments separately, and transport of the frames by AP if the access point is allowed. Therefore, retransmission count is the total number for retransmissions of TCP in the network. Inscribed when data is retransmitted from the buffer of TCP unacknowledged.

In this section, we are trying to explain the performance metrics of the proposed system as well as these results will be discussed with the previous studies. Thus, Table 2 shows the throughput results of the DCF project (low load scenarios). Table 3 shows the throughput results of the DCF project (heavy load scenarios). Which (without fragmentation) gives the best throughput and (fragmentation big) gives the worst throughput. From Tables 2 and 3 it can be noticed the following: By comparing Tables 2 and 3 it can be seen that the scenario with a less delay is not essentially producing a better throughput. This is somehow confusing but taking into consideration a DCF technique with RTS method enabled may produce more delay (as the RTS/CTS frames transactions take place) but will give better performance when the collision is avoided. Another explanation may be because that the taken values are average for the whole nodes in the scenario. Table 3 shows very bad and unacceptable delay values that go more than 1 min. This shows that it is not useful to apply DCF with rates of data at 2 Mbps or 11 Mbps for applications of multimedia as the number of applied traffic packets will be more than what can be controlled. In this state, the buffer will be full and the number of dropped packets rises.

The throughput, data rate, and the number of nodes are shown in Table 2. For this, it displays that the throughput is monotonically increasing with the number of nodes. By examining each column of Table 2 it can be noted that the average throughput rises when nodes number goes up. This may be supported as further nodes refer to further traffic, which in turn raises the throughput as long as the network connection capacity has not been applied. Since Table 2 displays only the low load scenarios average throughput (the max. throughput is about 2 Kbps), there is no big difference between the 2 Mbps results and the corresponding 11 Mbps results. This is not true for Table 3 results which show a big difference between the average throughput of 2 Mbps results and the corresponding 11 Mbps results (about three to six times better). As calculated that the maximum throughput for 2 Mbps is (637.32 Kbps), and for 11 Mbps is (3.423 Mbps). In the low load case, the traffic was (2 Kbps) much below the maximum achievable throughput by both rates; that is why there is no difference between the two rates results. While in the heavy load case the traffic was due to the multimedia profile which can be more than 5 Mbps. In this case, the 2 Mbps rate made a maximum throughput of about (450 Kbps) (which is quite reasonable since it is about 70% of the maximum perfect channel theoretical throughput). The 11 Mbps rate made a maximum throughput of about (2.33 Mbps) (which is quite reasonable since it is about 68% of the maximum perfect channel theoretical throughput).

However, throughput delay and fragmentation are demonstrated in Table 2 and Table 3. In addition, low load and heavy load are noticed in both Tables. The best throughput results were when fragmentation was disabled. While most of the worst throughput in the low load case are when fragmentation,
the threshold set to big (512 bytes) as shown in Table 2. Table 3 shows the reverse; as all of the worst throughputs in the heavy load case is when the fragmentation threshold set to small (128 bytes). This can be validated by the fact that fragmentation is to enhance the performance when many retransmissions are taking place. In lightly loaded network fragmentation is no more than additional overhead that degrades the performance. This is why the (without fragmentation scenarios gave the best performance) in Tables 2 and 3. Also in the heavily loaded network when there is no or very small error rate, fragmentation is an unwanted additional overhead especially (small fragmentation) when almost all packets are fragmented into smaller packets thus the network is flooded with overhead. This is why all of the worst throughputs in the heavy load case are when the fragmentation threshold set to small (128 bytes). In general, the fragmentation threshold must be modified according to the load, rate of bit error, and nodes number of the network. Since delay change against the fragmentation used, it can be observed that the fragmentations raise the delay specifically the small threshold of fragmentation. And this rise in delay because of fragmentation is much in the minor rates of data at (2 Mbps) than it is in the high rates of data at (11 Mbps).

The RTS and throughput delay is illustrated in Table 2. However, it improves the implementation as the best of the throughputs are under the small RTS column, while RTS and RTS outcomes were near to each other. This can be confirmed as RTS is a collision avoidance mechanism for the DCF technique and also because of the low load condition RTS small is giving the best performance. In Table 3, the RTS effect is not clear because of the limited number of simulated scenarios in the heavy load case. Since delay change against the RTS threshold employed as shown in Tables 2 and 3, it can be observed that RTS rises by using the delay especially the small threshold of RTS. And this rise in delay suitable to consuming RTS is much in the minor rates of data at 2 Mbps than it is in the high rates of data at 11 Mbps. The effect of load on the behavior is comparing the first two rows of Tables 2 and 3 show that:
- 11 Mbps rate is better than 2 Mbps only in the heavy load condition.
- Fragmentation small reduces the performance in the serious load and low rate of bit error conditions.

5. CONCLUSION

According to the results and discussion, the following conclusions can be made. First, it is not useful to exploit DCF with rates of data at 2 Mbps or 11 Mbps for applications of multimedia as the number of produced traffic packets will be more than what can be recovered. In this state, the buffer will be full and dropped packets number rises exponentially. Second, DCF simulation in OPNET produces a maximum throughput of about 70% of the maximum perfect channel theoretical throughput. This is to be considered near to the practical maximum throughput. Third, in DCF, the heavily loaded network when there is no, or very small error rate, fragmentation is an unwanted additional overhead especially (small fragmentation) when almost all packets are fragmented into smaller packets thus the network is flooded with overhead. Fourth, according to the load, the threshold of fragmentation should be modified, rate of bit error, and nodes number, of the network. Where a small threshold of fragmentation reduces DCF performance with serious load, and rate conditions of low bit error.
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